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Migration is a critical step in the move to the
cloud, but modern migration projects are no
longer a lift and shift endeavor. Organizations
must find feature parity with their new cloud-
based platforms, and maintain critical file and
data integrity as a part of the migration process. 

Whether you’re looking to move away from an
expensive, difficult-to-maintain legacy system or
looking for a simple way to move on-premises
solutions to the cloud, Fast2 streamlines the
entire migration process from a range of
different systems with a simplified,
comprehensive mechanism to ensure the
success of your legacy modernization project at
speed.

Securely Conduct Mass Migrations at
Speed
Migrating your business content can be risky and
disruptive for your organization. Fast2 offers a
highly scalable architecture that significantly
lowers processing times, migrating mass volumes
of content without sacrificing security and without
risk of data-loss. Out-of-the-box integrations let
organizations easily move content and data
between a range of leading business applications
and ECM systems in a matter of days.

Meet Complex Business Requirements
The success of a migration depends on careful
mapping of source and destination data and
fields.

Fast2 provides a catalog of over 100 tasks to
easily map data, without the need for heavy
coding of custom scripts. The platform uses a
standard API that allows for simple configuration
of custom tasks to meet even the most complex
business requirements.

Accelerate Legacy Transformation
Migration is the first, most critical step of any
successful digital transformation project. 
Fast2 lets you manage the migration of files,
metadata, version history, and permissions in one
streamlined process so that you can get the most
out of your new cloud-based system. Built-in
insights help optimize your migration in real-time,
while minimizing business impact.

Migrate millions of files per day
Migrate content, keywords,
versions, permissions, users, and
annotations
Migration of cloud and on-premise
solutions
Convert large volumes of files from
one format to another

Move from any source system
Map and move data from ECM
systems, business applications, emails,
and more
Choose from a catalogue of pre-
configured templates or build your own
connectors
Configure custom rules to migrate
content over time or as needed

Track activity with built-in Insights
Make intelligent assessments using
built-in insights
Track and monitor migration
progress with advanced reports
Ensure data security and content
integrity


